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Abstract 16 
Detecting motion is essential for animals to perform a wide variety of functions. In order to do so, 17 
animals could exploit motion cues including both first-order cues – such as luminance correlation over 18 
time – and second-order cues, by correlating higher order visual statistics. Since first-order motion 19 
cues are typically sufficient for motion detection, it is unclear why sensitivity to second-order motion 20 
has evolved in animals, including insects. Here we investigate the role of second-order motion in prey 21 
capture by praying mantises. We show that prey detection uses second-order motion cues to detect 22 
figure motion. We further present a model of prey detection based on second-order motion sensitivity 23 
resulting from a layer of position detectors feeding into a second layer of elementary motion 24 
detectors. Mantis stereopsis in contrast does not require figure motion and is explained by a simpler 25 
model that uses only the first layer in both eyes. Second-order motion cues thus enable prey motion 26 
to be detected even when perfectly matching the average background luminance and independent of 27 
the elementary motion of any parts of the prey. Subsequent to prey detection, processes such as 28 
stereopsis could work to determine the distance to the prey. We thus demonstrate how second-order 29 
motion mechanisms enable ecologically relevant behaviour such as detecting camouflaged targets for 30 
other visual functions including stereopsis and target tracking. 31 
Significance Statement 32 
Insects are sensitive to second-order motion and can detect changing patterns without correlating 33 
first-order visual statistics. The adaptive value of this sensitivity to second-order motion and the role 34 
it plays in natural behaviour is still unclear. Here we show that it is fundamental to prey detection in 35 
praying mantises, which is combined with a separate mechanism for stereopsis to enable accurate 36 
distance-dependent prey capture. We present a model of mantis second-order motion detection that 37 
explains our behavioural results and is consistent with the current knowledge of insect motion 38 
detection.  Our results demonstrate an ecological function that second-order motion sensitivity could 39 
perform during object and prey detection by animals. 40 
Introduction 41 
Animals must detect motion for several vital functions, including navigation and postural stability. One 42 
important function is prey capture, since prey are often given away by their motion. Whereas 43 
navigation and postural stability can exploit motion across the entire visual field, prey capture usually 44 
involves detecting the motion of specific targets. This motion can be either figure motion, where an 45 
object moves across the visual field (1–3) (e.g. a bird flying across the sky), or elementary motion 46 
within a restricted region of the visual field (e.g. a bird flapping its wings while stationary).  47 
Motion could potentially be detected by several means, including the detection of both first and 48 
second-order motion. First-order motion involves correlations in luminance at different positions over 49 
time, such as might be seen when a dark bug moves against a bright background. Second-order motion 50 
detection however, involves correlations of higher order visual statistics. Humans can detect second-51 
order motion, for example when contrast changes move across a static pattern (4–6). Sensitivity to 52 
second-order motion has also been unequivocally reported from one insect – the fruit fly - and this 53 
was the first demonstration of this capability in invertebrates (1, 7–9). This sensitivity allows flies to 54 
track figure motion even when elementary motion moves in the opposite direction or is absent. 55 
Natural moving stimuli can have complex visual statistics but typically contain correlations of 56 
luminance changes across space and time (i.e., Fourier motion)  which can be detected by first-order 57 
motion detectors like the Hassenstein-Reichardt detector (10–12). It is therefore unclear why further 58 
mechanisms to detect second-order motion have evolved. One possibility is simply that this makes 59 
motion detection more robust. Many types of second-order motion detectors will detect the first-60 
order motion ((13–15) and our model below) of moving targets. Second-order motion cues can also 61 
increase sensitivity to signals when combined with first-order cues (16). This could be particularly 62 
important if animals have evolved to reduce first-order motion cues as a form of camouflage. For 63 
example, an animal which managed to be entirely featureless and equal in luminance to the average 64 
for the environment in which it moved would produce little first-order motion (17) and none at all 65 
when evaluated over scales that are large compared to the background texture. Such an animal would 66 
however, have cues to second-order motion consisting of changes in contrast as it occluded different 67 
regions of the background. Thus, by evolving second-order motion detectors, an animal may improve 68 
its ability to detect all forms of motion, especially those selected to be cryptic. 69 
Object detection is also important in stereo vision. Stereo vision exploits the disparity between the 70 
views of the two eyes to compute depth. This ability has been well studied in vertebrates (18–21), 71 
especially primates (22–25), though less is known about the mechanisms of stereopsis in invertebrates 72 
(26–33). Importantly, it has been suggested that vertebrate stereopsis has evolved to break 73 
camouflage and better enable object perception  by highlighting object contours that differ in depth 74 
to the background (26, 34). In primates, this is achieved by cross-correlating the patterns of luminance 75 
between the two eyes. Recent work has shown that mantis stereo vision differs from primate and 76 
avian stereo vision in this regard (30). Mantis strikes to moving stimuli remain sensitive to stereoscopic 77 
depth even in the absence of any luminance correlation between the eyes, instead exploiting the 78 
position of image motion in the two eyes. Mantis stereopsis thus even outperforms human stereo for 79 
moving stimuli with poor interocular luminance correlation. Furthermore, this mechanism enables 80 
mantises to discriminate stereoscopic depth even in stimuli with no coherent first-order motion (30). 81 
An extensive literature on mantis predation also suggests that figure motion with particular 82 
characteristics (speed, location in the visual field) is necessary for eliciting predatory behaviour (27, 83 
29, 30, 32). Yet all work on mantis stereopsis to date has used stimuli with figure motion and it has 84 
not been tested with stimuli presenting elementary motion alone.  Thus, it remains unclear whether 85 
mantis stereopsis responds to elementary motion. 86 
Taken together, this suggests the hypothesis that praying mantises could capture prey based on the 87 
detection of figure motion via second-order motion mechanisms. In this paper, we set out to test this 88 
hypothesis. We investigated the contributions of figure and elementary motion, with and without 89 
first-order motion cues, to mantis prey detection, and additionally to mantis stereopsis.  90 
Results  91 
Behavioural experiments 92 
 93 
In Experiment 1, we tested the ability of mantises to detect prey, and perceive stereoscopic depth in 94 
stimuli with different combinations of first and second-order motion cues. Mantises viewed the stimuli 95 
in a stereoscopic (3D) insect cinema while wearing colour filters with different colours for each eye, 96 
enabling us to present them anaglyph 3D stimuli (29, 32). The screen was placed 10 cm away from the 97 
mantis, which is too far for 2D visual stimuli to elicit a strike for prey capture but can still elicit visual 98 
tracking (35). In our experiments, we defined a predatory response as either a strike (a rapid extension 99 
of the forelegs) or a tension (a preparatory movement for a strike which is not followed by one) (29, 100 
36). All experiments had interleaved stimuli with two disparity conditions: crossed and uncrossed. In 101 
the crossed disparity condition (Fig. 1A), the parallax was chosen to simulate a target 2.5 cm in front 102 
of the mantis – a distance at which stimuli elicit prey capture responses. In the uncrossed disparity 103 
condition, stimuli had the same parallax but with the left and right positions swapped. Since the lines 104 
of sight did not cross in the latter condition, and the parallax was larger than the mantis interocular 105 
distance, this meant that the distance of the visual target from the mantis was undefined and would 106 
not elicit strikes (29). This acts as a control to test whether responses to the crossed condition are 107 
driven by the stereoscopically-defined distance. We presented the mantises with stimuli having 108 
differing first and second-order motion content in both these disparity conditions. We used four types 109 
of motion stimuli previously used to investigate insect sensitivity to second-order motion: Fourier, 110 
Theta, Drift Balanced and Small-Field motion (3, 7–9, 13, 37), Fig. 1B-E, described in turn below. 111 
Fourier amplitude spectra for these stimuli are provided in Figure 5B-E.  Note that these four stimuli 112 
differ only in their temporal structure, and are indistinguishable on the basis of a single frame. 113 
First, we asked how mantises respond to Fourier motion stimuli. These are the most natural moving 114 
stimuli, which are detected by first-order motion detectors and some models of second-order motion 115 
detectors (13, 14) . The direction of motion detected by both types of detectors is the same for these 116 
stimuli. We know that mantises discriminate depth and initiate prey capture in response to suitable 117 
Fourier motion stimuli, e.g. a black disc spiralling over a brighter background (29). Here, we used 118 
horizontal Fourier motion of a target as a baseline to compare with other types of motion. The target 119 
was a circular patch of dots that moved from one side of the screen to the other over a background 120 
composed of similar dots (Fig. 1B and Movie S1). The dots were large enough to be individually 121 
resolvable given the low spatial acuity of the mantis’s eyes and the elementary motion of the dots 122 
matched the figure motion of the disc.  This is similar to a spotted bug moving against the background, 123 
where both the bug and the spots on its back have the same motion. Mantises could detect these 124 
stimuli and were significantly more likely to respond to crossed rather than uncrossed disparities 125 
(GLMM: Effect size estimate = 2.96, P= 7.64 x 10-5; Fig. 1B; Data for all results available at (38)).  126 
We next investigated mantis responses to stimuli with Theta motion (14), where elementary motion 127 
and figure motion are in opposite directions. For these stimuli, first- and second-order motion 128 
detectors detect opposite directions of motion with first-order mechanisms tracking the direction of 129 
elementary motion and second-order mechanisms tracking the direction of figure motion (13, 14).  130 
The stimulus here was the same as the stimulus described above but here the dots within the target 131 
stream in the opposite direction to the motion of the targets they comprised (Fig. 1C and Movie S2). 132 
Since the different motion cues are in conflict here, if prey detection or stereopsis were sensitive to 133 
the direction of motion, the mantises could potentially make more errors when presented with these 134 
stimuli. Mantises were, however, responsive to theta motion stimuli and were again significantly more 135 
likely to respond to crossed compared to uncrossed disparities (GLMM: Effect size estimate = 1.90, 136 
P=2.37 x 10-6; Fig. 1C). Thus mantis prey capture and stereopsis can discriminate depth even when 137 
first-order motion detectors and second-order motion detectors detect opposite directions. 138 
Interestingly, response probabilities to the Theta condition were significantly greater than for all other 139 
conditions, indicating that a particular combination of figure and elementary motion generates the 140 
greatest response (GLMM: Theta vs Fourier: Effect size = 0.98, P= 5.03 x 10-4; Theta vs Drift Balanced: 141 
Effect size = 0.5993, P= 0.0252; Theta vs Small-Field: Effect size = 4.78, P= 2.99 x 10-6). 142 
We were next interested in the relative contribution of first- and second-order motion mechanisms to 143 
prey capture responses. To investigate this, we used stimuli that eliminated elementary and figure 144 
motion in turn. We first asked whether first-order elementary motion was necessary at all for prey 145 
detection and stereoscopic depth discrimination. To do so, we presented mantises with “drift-146 
balanced” stimuli (37) where the dots have no motion but the figure moves – creating the effect of a 147 
circular window moving on the background revealing a different background beneath (Fig. 1D and 148 
Movie S3). Since the dot patterns on either side of the edge of the circular window are different but 149 
have the same average luminance, the average correlation across time and space is zero. First-order 150 
motion detectors might be activated by random fluctuations in correlation, but on average the activity 151 
would be the same in first-order motion detectors tuned to opposite directions. These stimuli 152 
therefore have no net first-order motion and this experiment thus tested the idea that mantises 153 
require first-order motion to detect targets. Mantises detected these stimuli and responded 154 
significantly more to crossed compared to uncrossed disparities (GLMM: Effect size estimate = 2.02, 155 
P= 1.93x10-5; Fig. 1D), showing that first-order elementary motion is not necessary for either prey 156 
detection or stereopsis. 157 
Finally, we presented the mantises with a stimulus which had elementary small-field motion but no 158 
figure motion (Fig. 1E, and Movie S4), testing the idea that elementary first-order motion would be 159 
sufficient to elicit mantis prey capture responses. Here, dots streamed within a circular window, with 160 
dots continually entering from one side of the window and vanishing when they reached the other 161 
side, but the window itself stayed fixed. Previous research into the mechanisms of mantis stereopsis 162 
suggested that it was tuned to simultaneous temporal change in specific positions in each eye (30). 163 
This would imply that stereopsis would enable mantises to discriminate depth when this temporal 164 
change corresponded to just elementary motion without any figure motion cues, as was the case here. 165 
However, mantises barely responded to these stimuli and it was impossible to statistically compare 166 
their responses to crossed and uncrossed disparities (Fig. 1E). This suggests that prey detection and 167 
capture by mantises depends on the cues to figure motion. First-order elementary motion when 168 
presented alone was thus insufficient for eliciting stereopsis-dependent predatory responses in the 169 
mantis. 170 
To verify these results and further assess the role of first-order motion, we first replicated the results 171 
of the drift-balanced and Fourier motion experiments in Experiment 2, using a spiral stimulus that has 172 
been shown to be attractive to mantises (29, 30). Because the direction of motion was constantly 173 
changing in this spiral stimulus, we did not attempt to create a version of this stimulus with Theta 174 
motion. We presented the mantises with three stimuli. The first consisted of a drift-balanced stimulus 175 
as described above but with the spiralling motion (Fig. 2A). The second stimulus was a “luminance 176 
flipped stimulus” (30), consisting of a spiralling target region within which the background dots 177 
changed their luminance from black to white and vice versa as the region passed over them (Fig. 2B; 178 
Also depicted with left-right motion in and Movie S5). Note that this stimulus differs from the drift-179 
balanced stimulus in that the dots that changed their luminance were already present in the 180 
background but changed as the target area moved over them. In the case of the drift-balanced 181 
stimulus, the dots within the target were a different pattern compared to the background. The third 182 
stimulus was a Fourier disc stimulus where a disc of dots moved in a spiralling motion obscuring the 183 
background dots behind it (Fig. 2C). All three stimuli were presented in both crossed and uncrossed 184 
disparities. The first two stimuli tested mantis depth discrimination in second-order motion without 185 
any coherent first-order motion cues, and the third stimulus was a positive control with clear first and 186 
second-order motion cues in the same direction.  187 
Strike probability across all three stimuli showed a significant main effect of disparity (GLMM: Effect 188 
size estimate = 3.64, P<2x10-16; Fig. 2), implying that the mantises were able to discriminate depth in 189 
all three conditions. Since this was true even for the drift-balanced and luminance flipped stimuli that 190 
lacked first-order motion, these results confirm that first-order motion is not necessary for prey 191 
detection and stereoscopic depth perception in mantises. 192 
Our results show that figure motion elicits strikes whether containing first-order motion or not, but 193 
that elementary first-order motion, without figure motion of the target, does not elicit strikes for 194 
either disparity. This suggests that either prey detection or stereopsis requires figure motion of a 195 
target across the visual field, and is insensitive to localized elementary motion without the motion of 196 
a figure. One possibility is that mantis stereoscopic vision is intrinsically sensitive to disparity defined 197 
by elementary motion, but that figure motion is required to activate a separate prey-detection system 198 
and release the strike.  199 
To test this possibility, in Experiment 3 we designed a stimulus where a stationary target, with only 200 
internal elementary motion and no second-order figure motion, was preceded by a spiralling target 201 
consisting of a drift balanced stimulus with no elementary motion (Fig. 3). Experiment 2 demonstrated 202 
that the drift-balanced spiral was attractive to mantises and that they can discriminate depth in this 203 
stimulus. In separate trials, the spiralling target was presented with crossed disparity at a virtual 204 
distance of either 5 or 2.5 cm until it reached the centre where it vanished. A second later, the final 205 
elementary motion-only target was shown with either a crossed or uncrossed disparity. The 206 
magnitude of the disparity was the same in these two elementary motion conditions and conveyed a 207 
target distance of 2.5 cm in the crossed condition. The idea was that the spiralling figure motion would 208 
activate the prey-detection system and prime the mantis to release the strike when the final target 209 
appeared at the centre. If mantis stereopsis can discriminate disparity in purely elementary motion, 210 
then we would expect more strikes to be released when the target reappeared in the catch range 211 
(crossed disparity) than at an undefined distance (uncrossed disparity). This experiment thus tested 212 
whether mantises would use purely first-order elementary motion to discriminate a target’s depth if 213 
their prey detection system had been activated previously with a target defined purely by second-214 
order figure motion. We classified any strikes according to whether they occurred during the spiral 215 
figure motion phase or during the later elementary motion phase and only analysed the strikes that 216 
occurred during the second phase. If mantises could discriminate depth in the second phase after 217 
identifying a target in the first phase, we would expect to see a difference between responses to 218 
crossed and uncrossed disparities in this phase. In addition, if mantis responses in the second phase 219 
were influenced by the distance of the target in the first phase, we would expect differential responses 220 
in the second phase when motion in the first phase was simulated to be at 2.5 cm compared to 5 cm. 221 
In the second, elementary motion, phase we found that mantises were significantly more likely to 222 
respond to and strike at the target in the crossed disparity condition compared to the uncrossed 223 
disparity condition (Responses: GLMM: Effect size estimate: 3.51, P < 2x10-16; Fig. 3, top row; Strikes: 224 
GLMM: Effect size estimate: 4.17, P = 5.08x10-16; Fig. 3, bottom row).  This indicates mantis stereopsis 225 
is also sensitive to the disparity of a stationary target defined by elementary motion. The depth of the 226 
preceding figure motion also had a significant effect on the probability of striking (GLMM: Effect size 227 
estimate: -1.04, P = 3.76x10-4 ). Moving prey perceived to be closer in the first phase were more likely 228 
to elicit strikes, but mantises discriminated disparity even if the moving prey was initially perceived to 229 
be further away.  Thus, once moving prey is detected at either distance, the stereo system can 230 
distinguish disparity using either figure motion (Experiments 1 and 2) or elementary motion 231 
(Experiment 3). 232 
Experiment 3 shows that mantis stereopsis can discriminate disparity in stimuli with only elementary 233 
motion, when primed by figure motion at disparities within a mantis’s catch range. In a final 234 
experiment – Experiment 4 - we asked whether the preceding figure motion had to have a disparity in 235 
the mantis’s catch range in order to have this priming effect. To test this, we ran a version of the 236 
experiment where the spiral stimulus that preceded the target had uncrossed disparity. The ‘priming’ 237 
stimulus thus provided binocular stimulation but its geometry did not convey a coherent distance to 238 
a target. If mantis stereopsis requires priming by figure motion with crossed disparity, we would not 239 
see disparity-selective strikes to elementary motion targets following figure motion with uncrossed 240 
disparity. In this experiment, rather than the figure motion indicating a spiral at 2.5 cm or 5 cm (as in 241 
Experiment 3), it indicated either a crossed target at 2.5 cm or an uncrossed one with the same 242 
magnitude of parallax. Each of these conditions was then followed by the crossed or uncrossed 243 
elementary motion. We found that in the second, elementary motion phase, mantises still 244 
discriminated between crossed and uncrossed disparities for both responses overall (GLMM: Estimate 245 
= 3.71, P<2x10-16; Fig. 4, top row) and strikes in particular (GLMM: Estimate = 4.30, P=2.23x10-11; Fig. 246 
4, bottom row). There was, however, also a main effect of the type of preceding figure motion:  247 
crossed preceding figure motion led to significantly greater responses (GLMM: Estimate = 2.33, P=1.22 248 
x10-14) and strikes (GLMM: Estimate = 3.81, P=1.73 x10-10) during the elementary motion phase. 249 
Almost no mantises made strikes in the uncrossed elementary motion condition when the preceding 250 
figure motion was also uncrossed (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, even with crossed elementary motion, 251 
strikes in particular were much reduced if the preceding figure motion was uncrossed and only 252 
reached an average level comparable to the uncrossed elementary motion condition with preceding 253 
crossed motion (compare crossed condition in Fig. 4B, bottom row with uncrossed condition in Fig. 254 
4A, bottom row).  255 
Taken together with the existing literature, our results demonstrate that both figure motion of a prey-256 
like object, and stereoscopic disparity indicating that the prey is in range, are necessary to elicit mantis 257 
strikes. However, our results suggest that these two components are governed by distinct systems. 258 
The requirement for the correct disparity is demonstrated by the lack of strikes to stimuli containing 259 
only uncrossed disparity (Figs 1-3, and previous studies (29, 30, 32)). The requirement for figure 260 
motion is demonstrated by the lack of strikes to elementary motion within a fixed spatial region with 261 
the correct disparity (Expt 1, Fig. 1E). However, in Experiment 4, we decoupled these and 262 
demonstrated that strikes could be elicited by a combination of figure motion with uncrossed disparity 263 
followed by elementary motion with the correct disparity. This suggests a stereo-blind system for 264 
detecting prey presence, which uses second-order motion cues to detect figure motion, and a 265 
stereoscopic system for judging prey distance, which requires only temporal change (30).  266 
Computational modelling 267 
 268 
To formalize how the mantis could detect prey independent of stereo computation, we built a model 269 
that detects targets with second-order motion. Some prior models have been proposed for the 270 
perception of second-order motion. These are usually based on initial detection via Elementary 271 
Motion Detectors (EMDs) sensitive to first-order motion, followed by subsequent processing to 272 
extract second-order motion. The models include full-wave rectification of the EMD output and lateral 273 
connections between fine-scale EMDs and large-scale EMDs (9, 13, 15, 39). Our results were 274 
reminiscent of earlier results showing that insects can track objects without tracking elementary 275 
motion (40). These previous results were modelled as being driven by position detectors. We 276 
therefore implemented a model consisting of two layers of detectors where the first layer consisted 277 
of position detectors as modelled previously (40) (Fig. 5). The second layer consisted of a ‘second-278 
order motion detector’ which comprised a classic elementary motion detector (41) but one which took 279 
as input the output of the position detectors (Fig. 5B-F; Movies S1-S5, second row). Such a two-layer 280 
model captured our results well, responding selectively to the direction of second-order motion but 281 
not to elementary motion (Fig. 5, Model Response; Movies S1-S5, bottom row).  282 
The first layer of our model consists of a set of linear, spatiotemporally-separable filters (Fig. 5A, left 283 
column). We can think of these as corresponding roughly to the output of each ommatidium. The 284 
spatial filter is Gaussian, with a width designed to reflect the acceptance angle of mantis ommatidia. 285 
The temporal filter is a first-order high-pass filter, meaning that the first layer responds only to changes 286 
in luminance. The red contour lines in the left column of Fig. 5B-F show the Fourier spectrum of this 287 
spatiotemporal filter. It is spatially low-pass, but temporally high-pass. These contours are 288 
superimposed on the Fourier spectra of the stimuli and discussed below.  289 
The outputs of the layer 1 sensors are squared before providing the input to a second layer of 290 
Elementary Motion Detectors (EMDs) inspired by the model of Hassenstein & Reichardt (41). These 291 
again have a stage of spatial filtering, pooling many layer 1 sensors with Gaussian weights. This is 292 
followed by separate low-pass and high-pass temporal filtering. The low-pass output of one layer 2 293 
subunit is multiplied together with the high-pass output of the adjacent subunit, and the results 294 
subtracted to give a direction-selective sensor. The red and blue contour lines in the middle column 295 
of Fig. 5B-F show the sensitivity of the EMD after this opponent stage (42).  296 
The grayscale images in the left column of Fig 5B-F show the Fourier spectra of the different video 297 
stimuli. The Fourier stimulus (Fig. 5B) has a series of diagonal stripes representing the first-order 298 
motion of the stimulus. The gradient of the line reflects its speed and the upward slope its rightward 299 
direction. (The line repeats along the temporal frequency (vertical) axis, with a spacing of 60 Hz 300 
reflecting the 60 Hz frame rate of our stimuli). The same lines are visible even more in the small-field 301 
stimulus (Fig. 5E). In the Theta stimulus (Fig. 5C), similar stripes are visible, but slant downward, 302 
reflecting the opposite direction of the first-order motion of this stimulus. In the drift-balanced (Fig. 303 
5D) and luminance llipped (Fig. 5F) stimuli, no directional structure is visible in the Fourier spectrum 304 
at all. This reflects the purely second-order motion of these stimuli, which by definition is not visible 305 
in the Fourier domain.  306 
The grayscale images in the middle column of Fig. 5B-F show the Fourier spectra of the outputs of the 307 
first layer, which form the inputs to the second layer (note different axis range). With the exception 308 
of small-field motion (Fig. 5E), these each have clear directional power lines which pass through the 309 
blue contour and almost entirely miss the red contours. This is exactly as we would expect, as our 310 
model is oriented such that left-right motion should produce negative opponent energy. Small-field 311 
motion (Fig. 5E) does not produce a directional power line at the middle column. This is because in 312 
small-field motion stimuli, although there is motion within the target, the target itself does not move 313 
across the screen (Movie S4). The right-most column of Fig. 5B-F shows the summed responses of all 314 
rightward-sensitive EMD to stimuli moving right (blue) and left (red). The “spikes” visible in the 315 
response reflect the model’s transient response to each new frame of the video sequence. For the 316 
stimuli in which a target moves across the screen, the response is directional, with a positive response 317 
to rightward motion and a negative response to leftward. For the small-field motion stimulus (Fig. 5E), 318 
which contains only first-order motion within a stationary target, this directional response is much 319 
weaker and fluctuates on either side of zero. It would be largely abolished by a threshold. If a supra-320 
threshold response is required for predatory strikes, this could therefore explain why strikes are not 321 
observed for stimuli without figure motion. 322 
The critical feature of the model is that it has two layers with specific functions. The first layer detects 323 
where in the image things are changing. Here we have implemented this with a simple high-pass filter 324 
plus squaring, but many other approaches would also work, e.g. a first layer consisting of elementary 325 
motion detectors whose output is rectified (9). The second layer then detects the movement of this 326 
changing region across the visual field. It is this layer which imposes the requirement for figure motion.  327 
We conclude that a two layer system of second-order motion detection is a viable model of the input 328 
for mantis prey detection. 329 
Discussion 330 
 Our results show that prey detection and capture by mantises requires figure motion of the target. 331 
The stereoscopic evaluation of depth, however, does not. Mantises are capable of detecting prey and 332 
discriminating depth in a range of stimuli with different combinations of first-order and second-order 333 
motion. Results from both Experiments 1 and 2 where drift-balanced and luminance flipped stimuli 334 
only contained directional cues from second-order motion further demonstrate that second-order 335 
figure motion is sufficient for prey detection and stereopsis even with minimal activation of the 336 
elementary motion detectors and no directional signal in the Fourier spectrum (Fig. 5). The results 337 
from Experiments 3 and 4, however show that figure motion is not necessary for stereopsis – mantises 338 
are able to discriminate disparity in stimuli with purely elementary motion within a stationary window. 339 
For strikes to be released, however, it is important that this is preceded by figure motion of a prey 340 
target across the visual field.  341 
This indicates a stereo-blind prey detection-system that requires figure motion and a disparity 342 
sensitive stereo-system that computes the distance to targets which can be defined based on any 343 
temporal change (e.g. elementary motion), with strikes requiring both to be activated.  In Experiment 344 
1, when the target lacked figure motion, the prey detection system was not activated and there were 345 
no strikes (Fig. 1E). In Experiment 4, when both the preceding figure motion and the elementary 346 
motion have crossed disparity, we have the most strikes (Fig. 4A, bottom row) since both systems are 347 
strongly activated. When both motions have uncrossed disparity the stereo system isn’t activated and 348 
we get no strikes (Fig. 4B, bottom row). However, when the figure motion has crossed disparity and 349 
elementary motion has uncrossed disparity we still get some strikes even during the uncrossed 350 
elementary motion, presumably because of the initial activation of the stereo system by the crossed 351 
disparity of the figure motion (Fig. 4A, bottom row). Crucially, when the figure motion had uncrossed 352 
disparity and the elementary motion had crossed disparity, we still get a similar amount of strikes (Fig. 353 
4B, bottom row). This suggests that to release a strike, prey must be detected, and also within a certain 354 
time window (extending at least one second) the stereoscopic localisation system must indicate an 355 
object within range.  Thus while mantis stereopsis exploits temporal change in both elementary or 356 
figure motion, the prey detection system in mantises requires figure motion. A predatory response 357 
requires both these systems to be activated, ensuring that the mantis effectively targets attractive 358 
moving prey at the right distance. A similar two-system account is also suggested by recent work 359 
investigating motion-in-depth in praying mantises (43) where the prey detection system is sensitive 360 
to looming while the stereo system is not. Our two-layer model of prey detection produced strong, 361 
directional responses to all stimuli with figure motion of a target, including where this motion was 362 
purely second-order. It produced very weak responses to stimuli with only first-order elementary 363 
motion and no figure motion. We can therefore account for the observed properties of mantis prey 364 
detection by postulating that inputs from left and right eyes are processed in a way similar to our 365 
model. In insects, this could potentially be governed by object tracking neurons and mechanisms (40, 366 
44–47) that are distinct from the optomotor response mechanisms governed by the elementary 367 
motion detectors. 368 
Previous studies have suggested some functions for insect sensitivity to second-order motion. Such a 369 
sensitivity has been suggested to enable tracking of objects with changing luminance correlations such 370 
as flapping wings (8). It has also been suggested that sensitivity to some forms of motion like theta 371 
motion arise purely as a result of combined sensitivity to other more common types of motion such 372 
as elementary motion and drift-balanced motion (8). Our results here directly implicate sensitivity to 373 
second-order motion in prey detection through the detection of figure motion.  Investigations into the 374 
mechanisms underlying second-order motion sensitivity in flies have provided us with substantial 375 
insights. These include the underlying mechanisms and the neural basis of second-order motion 376 
sensitivity (2, 3, 9). Fly turning behaviour in response to figure and elementary motion involves a 377 
superposition of a short latency position-independent response to elementary motion and a large 378 
latency response to figure motion in a central region of the visual field (2). Our results show that 379 
mantis prey detection instead relies primarily on figure motion, suggesting that it is the latter position-380 
dependent response that is implicated. This seems appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, our stimuli 381 
lack wide-field motion and would not have triggered the EMD-dependent optomotor response. 382 
Secondly, the prey capture response appears to rely on the moving prey being in the foveal position 383 
and thus would be driven by the figure motion response in the central visual field. Since the fly 384 
experiments relied on bar stimuli compared to our smaller disc stimuli, it is, however, not yet clear if 385 
our results reflect the same mechanisms as seen in fly  experiments or the previously discussed object 386 
detection mechanisms.  387 
Kral & Prete (2004) (33), identified 10 properties which influence whether mantises classify any given 388 
object as prey, including stimulus size and shape, contrast relative to the background, speed and 389 
direction of motion. In launching a strike, stereoscopic distance is also critical – mantises will strike at 390 
virtual prey when binocular disparity is manipulated to indicate it is present in the catch range, and 391 
rarely strike at prey where the disparity-defined distance is too great or is undefined (as in our 392 
uncrossed condition) (27, 29). Kral & Prete therefore suggested the neat and parsimonious possibility 393 
that prey detection and stereoscopic localisation are performed essentially in a single step. They 394 
postulated that on each side of the brain, a Lobula Giant Motion Detector feeds into a Descending 395 
Contralateral Movement Detector, forming a “LGMD-DCMD complex” which acts to detect prey in the 396 
corresponding eye (33, 48, 49). These would be tuned to the monocular properties of prey such as 397 
size, speed and also retinal location. The two LGMD-DCMD complexes would synapse onto the motor 398 
neurons responsible for striking, and strikes would occur when the total input exceeded a threshold. 399 
Under normal circumstances, activity in both the left- and right-eye LGMD-DCMD complex would be 400 
required to exceed threshold. The tuning of each complex to monocular retinal location would ensure 401 
that strikes occurred preferentially to stimuli with the correct binocular disparity, explaining mantis 402 
stereoscopic vision. This is an elegant account of mantis stereopsis; so simple indeed that Kral and 403 
Prete did not consider it stereopsis at all. 404 
Recent neurophysiological evidence (50) has undermined this account, showing that mantis lobula 405 
complex – and even the medulla, still earlier in visual processing – already contains binocular 406 
information. The present results, suggesting separate systems for prey detection and stereoscopic 407 
distance, are also hard to reconcile with the Kral & Prete model. In their unified model, disparity 408 
discrimination in the elementary-motion stimulus would require activity in prey detector neurons. But 409 
if elementary motion could activate these neurons, one would expect strikes whether or not crossed 410 
elementary motion was preceded by figure motion, and this is not observed (Figs. 2, 4).  411 
The dependency of mantis prey detection on second-order figure motion rather than first-order 412 
motion suggests an ecologically adaptive explanation for second-order motion sensitivity. It would be 413 
useful for object detection systems to be tuned to the movement of the prey itself rather than to 414 
features on the surface of the prey. This would, for example, allow the tracking of a lady bug or a 415 
butterfly without the potential confusion caused by the movement of dots on the surface of their 416 
wings in flight. Second-order motion sensitivity would also allow animals to detect moving prey that 417 
are featureless objects that exactly match the luminance of their background (17); such prey would 418 
be invisible to first-order motion detectors. It could also counteract the effects of dazzle colouration 419 
that relies on high-contrast internal patterns, which interfere with the perception of target speed and 420 
direction (51, 52). Our study adds to growing evidence that insect visually guided predation is 421 
surprisingly complex, combining several distinct visual processes to enable target detection with 422 
maximum flexibility and power.  423 
Methods 424 
Experimental model and subject details 425 
All experiments were conducted on adult female mantises of the species Sphodromantis lineola. 426 
Mantises were housed individually in semi-transparent cages (7 cm X 7 cm X 9 cm) in a climate 427 
controlled environment maintained at a temperature of 25° C. Mantises were fed one cricket three 428 
times a week. During experiments, mantises were not fed, in order to maintain motivation. 429 
Experiments were conducted in a within-subject design so all mantises experienced all experimental 430 
conditions. 431 
Method details 432 
Preparing and fixing the 3D glasses 433 
Colour filters (LEE filters 135 Deep Golden Amber and 797 Purple) were used to deliver anaglyph 3D 434 
images. These filters differed from previously used filters (29) but also achieved separate presentation 435 
of images to each eye based on spectral content. The transmittance spectra of these filters are 436 
provided in (43). Tear-drop shaped glasses were cut out of the filters with a maximum diameter of 7 437 
cm. Mantises were placed in a tabletop freezer (Argos Value Range DD1-05 Tabletop Freezer) for 5-8 438 
minutes to temporarily immobilize them. They were subsequently pinned down using modelling clay 439 
and the glasses were affixed to the frons of mantises using bees wax applied with a wax melter (Denta 440 
Star S ST 08). The glasses were fixed so that a different colour filter covered each eye. Mantises were 441 
then released and allowed to recover overnight before any experiments were conducted. 442 
Visual stimulation and experiments 443 
Mantises were fixed to a stand by means of a small component fitted onto their backs with beeswax. 444 
They could hold onto a moveable cardboard disc with their feet and move their head and body as well 445 
as make strikes with their forearms. They were placed so that their eyes were 10 cm away from the 446 
screen.  447 
Visual stimulation was provided at a frame rate of 60 Hz on a DELL U2413 LED monitor (1920 X 1200 448 
pixels; 51.8 X 32.4 cm). The output of the blue and green channels were digitally adjusted to 449 
compensate for the unequal levels of light transmitted through the blue and green filters. The blue 450 
channel was thus set at 13% the output of the green channel. The background for all stimuli consisted 451 
of blue and green dots against a cyan background. The dots had a diameter of 25 pixels (1.8°) and a 452 
density of 55 dots in every 100 by 100 pixel square. 50% of the dots at the maximum luminance 453 
(‘white’ dots) and 50% at the minimum luminance (‘black’ dots). Through the glasses, each eye would 454 
be able to see only blue or green dots as dark and light dots against a ‘grey’ background. The dots 455 
were uncorrelated across the two eyes, i.e. each eye saw a completely different dot pattern (30).  456 
Prior to all experiments, mantises were tested for motivation using a dark disc that spiralled in from 457 
the periphery to the centre. The size and disparity of this disc was chosen to simulate a target of 1 cm 458 
diameter, 2.5 cm from the mantis. This is a stimulus that mantises respond to strongly and strike at. 459 
Experiments were therefore only carried out if mantises first struck at two consecutive presentations 460 
of this stimulus. Similarly, the data from an experiment were excluded if the mantis didn’t meet the 461 
same criterion after the experiment was carried out. Across all experiments 14 experimental runs of 462 
6 animals out of 133 were excluded. 463 
Experimental stimuli were presented in two disparity conditions (Fig 1A). In the first, ‘crossed’ disparity 464 
condition, the target regions had positions on the screen such that the lines of sight from each eye 465 
crossed at a distance of 2.5 cm from the mantis (7.5 cm from the screen). In the uncrossed disparity 466 
condition, the positions of the target regions were reversed, so that they had the same parallax but 467 
with left and right swapped between the two eyes. Since the parallax between these regions was 468 
greater than the interocular distance for mantises (~0.7 cm), this resulted in the lines of sight not 469 
intersecting and therefore the distance to the mantis was undefined. 470 
Experiment 1 471 
We presented eight mantises with four experimental stimuli in each of the two disparities making for 472 
a total of eight conditions. Each of these conditions were presented to a mantis in interleaved trials 473 
with a randomized order in an experimental run. One experimental run had four replicates of each 474 
condition and each mantis was tested in three experimental runs. This made for a total of 12 replicates 475 
per condition for each mantis. One mantis was tested in only two experimental runs and thus had only 476 
8 replicates per condition. The four stimuli used had different types of motion: Fourier motion, Theta 477 
motion, drift-balanced Motion and small-field Motion.  478 
The Fourier motion stimulus consisted of a target disc with dots like the background pattern (Movie 479 
S1, top plot). This target disc moved horizontally from one side of the screen to other starting at three-480 
fourths of the length towards one end of the screen and ending at the other end of the screen – thus 481 
covering three-fourths the length of the screen. The target moved with a speed of 82°/s (as measured 482 
in the centre of the screen), occluding the background as it moved. Thus the motion of both the target 483 
figure and the elementary dots comprising was exactly the same. In half the presentations, the target 484 
moved from left to right and in the other half the target moved from right to left. 485 
The Theta motion stimulus was the same as the Fourier motion stimulus except that the dots 486 
comprising the target disc moved in the opposite direction to the disc at the same speed (Movie S2, 487 
top plot).  In this stimulus the figure motion was thus opposite to the first-order elementary dot 488 
motion.  489 
The drift-balanced stimulus consisted of a notional region that moved as described above. However, 490 
no dots moved in this region. The effect was of a moving hole in the background revealing a different 491 
dot pattern behind the background (Movie S3, top plot). This stimulus thus had no first-order 492 
elementary motion but had second-order figure motion.  493 
For the small-field Motion stimulus (Movie S4, top plot), the target regions were stationary in front of 494 
the mantis with a parallax between the two eyes, such that the lines of sight to the regions crossed 495 
2.5 cm in front of the mantis in the crossed disparity condition. The dots within each regions moved 496 
from one edge of the region to the other edge where they disappeared. As the dots moved, they were 497 
replaced at the initial edge by newly generated dots resulting in a streaming motion of the dots from 498 
one end of the region to the other. This stimulus thus had no second-order figure motion but had first-499 
order elementary motion of the dots. 500 
Experiment 2 501 
In the second experiment, we presented ten mantises with three randomly interleaved stimuli 502 
presented in both crossed and uncrossed disparity conditions. Each experimental run consisted of six 503 
presentations of each of the three stimuli in each of the two disparity conditions making for a total of 504 
36 trials per experimental run. Two experimental runs were conducted per animal making for a total 505 
of 12 replicates per animal for every combination of stimulus and disparity condition. In the first two 506 
stimuli the background dots were uncorrelated across both eyes, while the last one consisted of 507 
correlated dots. The first of the three stimuli was a drift-balanced stimulus that spiralled in from the 508 
periphery of the screen to the centre in front of the mantis. As above, the effect was of a moving hole 509 
revealing a different dot pattern behind the background. The motion was a spiral motion which was 510 
the same as that described before (29) and is known to elicit strikes.  The second stimulus was a 511 
luminance flipped stimulus consisting of a target region that also moved with this same spiralling 512 
motion. As the target regions in each eye moved over the dots in the background, the dots changed 513 
their luminance polarity, i.e., black dots became white and white dots became black. When the region 514 
moved on they reverted to their original polarity. The third stimulus consisted of background and 515 
target dots that were correlated across both eyes. The target was a disc with dots on it that moved 516 
with the spiralling motion described and obscured the background dots as it moved. The target dots 517 
and the disc thus had the same motion providing both first- and second-order motion cues. 518 
Experiment 3 519 
In the third experiment, we tested whether mantises would strike at and discriminate disparities of 520 
targets without figure motion and only elementary motion if these targets had been previously cued 521 
by figure motion. The idea was that mantises might potentially use the figure motion to recognize and 522 
track an object and then subsequently could use elementary motion to make disparity calculations 523 
about the object. We therefore presented eight mantises with stimuli that consisted of two motion 524 
phases. In the first, the stimulus consisted of a drift-balanced spiral as described above that vanished 525 
when it reached the centre of the screen in front of the mantis. This first phase was indicated by an 526 
indicator black dot at the bottom of the screen. This dot was hidden from the mantis’s view by a small 527 
cardboard square but reflected into the camera’s view using a mirror. After a second’s pause, the 528 
mantis was then presented with the second phase of the stimulus and the indicator dot vanished. This 529 
consisted of a target defined by dots all moving in one direction within the boundary of the target. 530 
This target was exactly as in the small-field stimulus described in Experiment 1, with the dots 531 
streaming within the circular target and vanishing at the edge of the circle, only to be replaced by 532 
other dots on the other side. There were two figure motion disparity conditions for the combined 533 
stimulus and two elementary motion disparity conditions. The figure motion conditions consisted of 534 
crossed disparities simulating a distance to the mantis of 2.5 and 5 cm in separate trials. The 535 
elementary motion conditions consisted of crossed and uncrossed disparities both with the same 536 
parallax, which simulated a distance from the mantis of 2.5 cm in the crossed condition. Mantises 537 
were presented every combination of these four conditions in randomly interleaved trials. Each 538 
experimental run consisted of eight replicates of every combination of these conditions. Two 539 
experimental runs were conducted for each mantis making for a total of 16 replicates per condition 540 
for each animal. 541 
Experiment 4 542 
In this experiment, we tested whether mantises would strike at and discriminate disparities of targets 543 
with only elementary motion if these targets had been previously cued by crossed or uncrossed figure 544 
motion. All details were as for Experiment 3 except that the figure motion conditions in the first phase 545 
consisted of crossed and uncrossed disparities in separate conditions. In the crossed disparity 546 
conditions, the target was simulated to be at 2.5 cm, while the uncrossed condition had the same 547 
parallax but with left and right eyes swapped. This experiment was run with eight mantises. 548 
Quantification and statistical analysis 549 
All responses of the mantises were recorded with a Kinobo USB B3 HD Webcam (Point Set Digital Ltd, 550 
Edinburgh, Scotland) placed directly under the mantis. The recordings were made so that the screen 551 
was not visible in the recording and was thus blind to the experimental condition. These videos were 552 
then coded blind to the condition for three types of behaviours: tracks, strikes and tensions. Tracks 553 
were sharp movements of the head in response to visual stimuli. Strikes were rapid extensions of the 554 
forelegs to capture prey targets perceived to be nearby. Tensions were preparatory movements for a 555 
strike which was eventually unreleased. The number of each of these responses was noted and the 556 
number of strikes and tensions added to obtain the number of prey-capture related responses. In 557 
experiments 3 and 4, the presence of the indicator dot in the video was used to classify responses to 558 
the first and second phases of the experiments. 559 
Since the data from the responses were binomial (response or no response) we used a logit link 560 
function in Generalized Linear Mixed Models to analyse the data. With this function, we thus model 561 
the log of the odds ratio and fit the estimated parameters for each variable as per the equation: 562 
log (P/(1-P)) = β0 + β1X1+ β2X2 + … 563 
Where P is the probability of a response, β0 is the parameter estimate for the intercept and βi is the 564 
parameter estimate for the variable Xi. The estimates of effect size we report for each variable are 565 
these estimated parameters. They are thus the change in the log of the odds ratio of the response 566 
associated with change in each variable. The generalized model used a maximum likelihood Laplace 567 
approximation to generate the estimates. In all experiments, the response variable was the probability 568 
of a prey- capture response (‘yes’ or ‘no’) and the factors were the animal and the disparity condition. 569 
We looked for the main effect of disparity in each motion condition. All data analyses were carried 570 
out using R Studio (RStudio, Inc, Version 1.1.383). Models were built for all experiments with motion 571 
condition and disparity as main factors and animal identity as a random factor. Models were used to 572 
interpret the results at a significance level of 0.05. In Experiment 1, motion condition was coded as a 573 
categorical variable and the effect of each level (Fourier motion, Theta motion and drift-balanced) was 574 
compared to a default of the small-field condition. In Experiment 2, the motion condition had three 575 
categories corresponding to the luminance flipped stimulus, the drift-balanced spiral stimulus and the 576 
correlated disc stimulus, with the first being the default value. In Experiment 3, the videos were coded 577 
separately for the first five seconds and for the last three seconds as these time windows 578 
corresponded to the figure motion and elementary motion phases respectively. Data from both these 579 
were analysed separately with models as described above. Motion condition for both these analyses 580 
was a categorical variable with two categories corresponding to the figure motion in the initial phase 581 
indicating target distances of 2.5 cm and 5 cm. The fixed effect reported in all cases was estimated 582 
using a maximum likelihood Laplace approximation. 583 
Modelling 584 
The mantis’ responses to the various visual stimuli used to obtain our experimental data are well 585 
described by the two layer model depicted in figure 5A. 586 
Each of the types of stimuli displayed to the mantis are used as an input to our model. For this, we use 587 
a sampling rate of 300 Hz, or five times the frame rate of each stimulus, i.e., every frame of the 588 
stimulus video is presented to our model five times before moving on to the next frame. Our stimuli 589 
for each type of motion are rendered as videos with 88 frames, where each frame is a 2D pixel array 590 
with dimensions equal to the monitor screen we use (1200*1920 pixels). The motion in these stimuli 591 
is always along the horizontal axis (1920 px), and as the simulated bug diameter is only 148 pixels, we 592 
crop each frame to 200*1920 pixels. Therefore, the raw stimuli for each type of motion are 3D pixel 593 
arrays with dimensions 200*1920*88, however the sampling rate we use means that the stimuli that 594 
are actually used as the input to our model are 3D pixel arrays with dimensions 200*1920*440.  595 
Our model comprises of a layer of position sensors feeding into a layer of second-order motion 596 
detectors. The first layer of the model is composed of position sensors, which we implement in a 597 
similar way to Bahl et al. (40), whereby each stimulus is passed through low-pass spatial filtering and 598 
high-pass temporal filtering. We use a Gaussian spatial filter and set the standard deviation to 10 pixels 599 
(or approximately 0.72°). This corresponds to the mantis’ ommatidial spacing, which ranges between 600 
0.6° and 2.5 degrees° depending on the distance of the ommatidia to the fovea (53). We then pass the 601 
spatially filtered stimulus through a first order high-pass Butterworth temporal filter, with a time 602 
constant of 20 ms, as used by Bahl et al. (40). The red contour lines in left column of Fig 5B-5F show 603 
the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the resultant spatiotemporal filter. For the purposes of labelling 604 
the axes of Fourier spectra in Fig. 5, we approximated each pixel as subtending a constant value of 605 
0.0717o, ignoring changes across the screen plane due to the short viewing distance.  We also removed 606 
the first 40 frames from the output of the first layer to ensure any effects of an onset transient (visible 607 
in Movies S1-S5) were not included in the Fourier transform depicted in Fig. 5, middle column. 608 
Finally, we take the squared output of the temporal filter, which now represents the output of the 609 
first layer of our model. The output of the first layer of our model is then used as input to the second 610 
layer which forms our second-order motion detector and is formally equivalent to the Elementary 611 
Motion Detector model described in (41). This layer again begins with a Gaussian spatial filter, this 612 
time much coarser, with a standard deviation of 80 pixels, or approximately 5.74° (averaged across 613 
the screen for an observer at 10 cm distance). The spatially processed stimuli are then each separately 614 
passed through low-pass and high-pass temporal filters. We use first order Butterworth filters again, 615 
and set the time constants for the low and high-pass filters to be 200 ms and 250 ms, respectively. 616 
The Elementary Motion Detector comprises two pairs of such outputs, called sub-units, where one 617 
sub-unit is offset from the other by 148 pixels horizontally (approximately 10.61° averaged across the 618 
screen), equivalent to the diameter of the target. The low-pass output from one branch of the 619 
Elementary Motion Detector is then multiplied by the high-pass output from the other branch, 620 
producing two multiplication terms. Subtracting one term from the other then gives the sign and 621 
magnitude of motion in the stimuli. The red and blue contour lines in the middle column of Fig 5B-F 622 
show the Fourier amplitude response of the EMD, calculated as Opponent Energy, as in Fig 2D of (42). 623 
The values used for the subunit separation, spatial filter standard deviation and the temporal filter 624 
time constants were chosen such that the power line in the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the model 625 
output would pass through the centre of the of the blue contours seen in figure 5B. These contours 626 
indicate the spatial-temporal frequencies that our model is most sensitive to. 627 
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Figures and Figure Legends 747 
Fig. 1. Experiment 1: Stimuli and prey capture responses.  A) Colour filters were attached to the 748 
mantis to enable the presentation of 3D anaglyph stimuli. Mantises viewed the stimuli from a distance 749 
of 10 cm and were free to strike at stimuli with their forearms. All stimuli were presented in both 750 
crossed and uncrossed disparity conditions. Crossed disparity conditions simulated a target (dotted 751 
red circle) 2.5 cm from the mantis, in their catch range. Uncrossed disparity conditions had the same 752 
parallax as the crossed disparity stimuli but with left and right swapped. Since this parallax was greater 753 
than the interocular distance of the mantises, the distance to the mantis was undefined. B-E) Cartoons 754 
of stimuli above responses (strikes and tensions) to the stimuli in Experiment 1. B) Fourier stimuli 755 
(Movie S1): first-order elementary motion (thin green arrows) had the same speed and direction as 756 
the figure motion (thick red arrow). C) Theta stimuli (Movie S2): first-order elementary motion (green 757 
arrows) had the same speed but the opposite direction to the second-order figure motion (red arrow). 758 
D) Drift-balanced stimuli: a circular moving window revealed a different pattern of dots apparently 759 
seen through the window (Movie S3). Thus there were no moving dots and only second-order figure 760 
motion (red arrow) was present without any first-order elementary motion. E) Small-field motion: only 761 
first-order elementary motion (green arrow) was present without any figure motion (Movie S4). Bold 762 
red lines in the responses represent the probability of prey capture responses (strikes + tensions) 763 
across all animals. Lighter lines represent data from individuals. Asterisks indicate significantly 764 
different responses (P < 0.05). Error bars represent 95% binomial confidence intervals. 765 
Fig. 2. Experiment 2: Stimuli and prey capture responses. Strikes and tensions in response to A) Drift-766 
balanced spiral stimuli, B) Luminance flipped spiral stimuli and C) Fourier disc spiral stimuli. Other 767 
details as in Fig. 1. Stimulus cartoons depicted above the results depicted early and later frames of the 768 
stimulus. A) Background dots in the drift-balanced condition were replaced by a new pattern as the 769 
window passed over them (e.g. dot indicated by red arrow in the top frame has no counterpart in the 770 
bottom frame, since this region is now within the target and  has thus been replaced by a new random 771 
dot pattern). Dots within the target region were stationary but differed as the target moved (compare 772 
pattern within the dashed ring in one frame with the corresponding region in the other frame: the dot 773 
patterns are unrelated). B) Background dots in the luminance flipped spiral remained in the same 774 
position but changed luminance from black to white and vice versa when the target region moved 775 
over them (pattern within the dashed ring in one frame is the same as for the corresponding region in 776 
the other frame, but with contrast polarity inverted; e.g. dot indicated by red arrows in the top and 777 
bottom frames). C) In the Fourier condition a coherent dot patch moved over the background dots 778 
and obscured them (pattern within the dashed ring is the same in the top and bottom frames, just 779 
displaced in the image). 780 
Fig. 3. Experiment 3: Prey capture responses. The responses are to the elementary motion phase of 781 
the stimulus. The preceding figure motion simulated distances of A) 2.5 cm and B) 5 cm. Bold red lines 782 
represent the probability of prey capture responses (strikes + tensions; top row) or strikes (bottom 783 
row) across all animals. Other details as in Fig. 1. Stimulus cartoon on the left depicts the initial drift-784 
balanced spiral (see Fig 2A) with figure motion and the later small-field motion (see Fig 1E) with 785 
elementary motion. Stimulus cartoon above depicts the two disparity conditions of the figure motion 786 
with simulated target depths of 2.5 cm and 5 cm. 787 
Fig. 4. Experiment 4: Prey capture responses. The responses are to the elementary motion phase of 788 
the stimulus. The preceding figure motion had either A) crossed disparity indicating 2.5 cm or B) 789 
uncrossed disparity of the same parallax. Other details as in Fig. 1. Stimulus cartoon on the left depicts 790 
the initial drift- balanced spiral (see Fig 2A) with figure motion and the later small-field motion (see 791 
Fig 1E) with elementary motion. Stimulus cartoon above depicts the two disparity conditions of the 792 
figure motion (crossed and uncrossed disparity). 793 
Fig. 5. Computational model of second-order motion detection in the mantis. A) Schematic depiction 794 
of the model detecting second-order motion. The model consisted of one layer of position detectors 795 
feeding into a second layer consisting of Elementary Motion Detectors (EMDs). HP refers to a high 796 
pass filter, LP refers to a low pass filter and M refers to the multiplication operation. The stimulus and 797 
the response of the model at the different stages highlighted by the pink rectangle are shown below. 798 
Column 1: Fourier spectra of each of the five stimuli input into the model: B) Fourier C) Theta D) Drift-799 
balanced, E) Small-field and F) Luminance flipped stimuli. All stimuli moved from one end of the screen 800 
to the other and were as depicted in Figure 1 except for the Luminance flipped stimulus which here 801 
moved horizontally across the screen rather than with a spiral motion. We only plot these spectra for 802 
left-right motion videos (right-left would appear as an approximate mirror image along the vertical 803 
axis).   Red contours depict the receptive fields of the position detectors in the first layer of our model, 804 
these are drawn at 10% intervals of the maximum response from 90% to 10%. Column 2: Fourier 805 
spectra of the output of the first layer of our model with each of the five input stimuli. Red and blue 806 
contours depict the Fourier response of the EMD in the second layer of the model, calculated as 807 
Opponent Energy, as in Fig 2D of (42). These are drawn at 90%, 70%, 50%, 30% and 10% of the 808 
maximum response. Blue contours denote sensitivity to rightward motion and red to leftward. Column 809 
3: Directional output of the second and final layer in the model which consisted of EMDs. Blue lines 810 
depict response to stimuli moving left to right and red lines to stimuli moving right to left. Insets show 811 
an expanded view in the bottom three plots. Adjacent box plots represent the mean and standard 812 
deviation of the responses – note that the error bars only overlap with zero for the small-field motion 813 
condition. Column 4: Prey detection and capture responses of mantises in our behavioural 814 
experiments to each type of stimulus (as shown in Figures 1 and 2) correspond well with the motion 815 
detection output of the model. 816 
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